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A complete understanding of the formation mechanism of nitrous acid (HONO) in the
ambient atmosphere is complicated by a lack of understanding of processes occurring
when aqueous water is present. We report nocturnal measurements of HONO, SO2
and NO2 by differential optical absorption spectroscopy over the ocean surface in a
polluted marine environment. In this aqueous environment, we observed reproducible
pseudo steady states (PSS) of HONO every night, that are fully formed shortly after
sunset, much faster than seen in urban environments. During the PSS period, HONO
is constant with time, independent of air mass source and independent of the concentration of NO2 . The independence of HONO on the concentration of NO2 implies a
◦
0 order formation process, likely on a saturated surface, with reversible partitioning
of HONO to the gas phase, through vaporization and deposition to the surface. We
observed median HONO/NO2 ratios starting at 0.13 at the beginning of the PSS period
(with an apparent lower bound of 0.03), rising to median levels of ∼0.30 at the end of the
PSS period (with an upper bound >1.0). The implication of these numbers is that they
suggest a common surface mechanism on terrestrial and aqueous surfaces, with an
increase in the HONO/NO2 ratio with the amount of water available at the surface. The
levels of HONO during the nocturnal PSS period are positively correlated with temperature, consistent with a partitioning of HONO from the surface to the gas phase with an
apparent enthalpy of vaporization of ∆HSNL (HONO)=55.5±5.4 kJ mole−1 . The formation mechanism on aqueous surfaces is independent of relative humidity (RH), despite
observation of a negative HONO-RH correlation. A conceptual model for HONO formation on ambient aqueous surfaces is presented, with the main elements being the
presence of a surface nanolayer (SNL), highly acidic and saturated with N(IV) precursors, production of HNO3 , that diffuses to underlying water layers, and HONO, which
partitions reversibly between the SNL and the gas phase. Implications of the conceptual model are discussed.
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The importance of nitrous acid (HONO) in the polluted atmosphere has been known for
some time (Harris et al., 1982). Highest concentrations of HONO are typically seen in
the boundary layer at night (Kitto and Harrison, 1992) due to significant loss of HONO
by photolysis during the day. Photolysis of HONO is often the major source of OH in
the morning boundary layer (Platt et al., 1980), and has been estimated to contribute
from 17–34% of the total OH production integrated over 24 h in polluted environments
(Alicke et al., 2002, 2003). Despite significant research activity and its importance,
a complete understanding of the atmospheric sources and sinks of HONO has remained elusive. Some consensus has been achieved though. It is generally believed
that in urban areas a direct fuel combustion source of HONO exists with a HONO/NOx
ratio typically below 0.01 (Kurtenbach et al., 2001). HONO can also be formed in
small amounts through heterogeneous reaction of NO2 on fresh soot aerosol surfaces
(Aubin and Abbatt, 2007), an observation that is likely not independent from the fuel
combustion source. More importantly, observations in the nocturnal boundary layer
indicate a significant surface source of HONO (Harrison and Kitto, 1994), as indicated
by negative gradients of HONO and positive gradients of NO2 with respect to height
above ground (Harrison et al., 1996; Stutz et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2006). The ground
usually presents a higher surface area in the nocturnal boundary layer compared to
the surface area of aerosols for NO2 conversion (Yu et al., 2009; Stutz et al., 2004);
the aerosol surface area gains relative importance with increasing height of the mixed
layer (Lammel, 1999). There is also significant laboratory based evidence for a surface source of HONO originating from the heterogeneous reaction of NO2 on a range
of laboratory surfaces including glass, quartz, steel and even teflon (Lammel, 1999;
Finlayson-Pitts et al., 2003 and references therein). The conversion of NO2 to HONO
on surfaces is generally believed to proceed with the following stoichiometry,
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with minor products NO and N2 O observed in laboratory studies, with high NO2 levels,
highly acidic surfaces and high surface to volume (S/V ) ratios (Finlayson-Pitts et al.,
2003).
Despite the stoichiometry of Reaction (R1), the rate of the surface reaction on these
laboratory surfaces is generally believed to be first order in NO2 (Jenkin et al., 1988)
and was thought originally to be first order in water vapor as well. Recent reviews suggest that the dependence on water vapor is complicated, since the reaction is thought
not to proceed in the gas phase. More correctly, relative humidity can be described as
a surrogate for the amount of water adsorbed chemically or physically onto the surface
where the heterogeneous reaction proceeds (Lammel and Cape, 1996; Finlayson-Pitts
et al., 2003; Stutz et al., 2004).
The normalized HONO/NO2 ratio and/or production rates in ambient air are often
used as an indicator of the extent of NO2 conversion to HONO, with an implicit assumption that the heterogeneous formation mechanism is first order in NO2 on all surface types. Ambient measurements suggest that HONO/NO2 ratios of less than 0.01
are associated with direct fuel combustion sources (Kurtenbach et al., 2001), ratios
up to 0.03 are associated with surface sources in low relative humidity environments
while ratios of up to 0.10 are associated with high relative humidity (Stutz et al., 2004).
A pseudo steady state (PSS) can often be achieved at night (Harrison and Kitto, 1994)
that has been suggested to be a balance between the heterogeneous NO2 to HONO
conversion on the surface and simultaneous deposition of HONO on the surface (Stutz
et al., 2004). Several studies mention the unusual temporal profile of constant HONO
or a “levelling off” of HONO throughout the night (Lammel and Cape, 1996; Stutz et al.,
2004, 2002; Yu et al., 2009), consistent with the existence of a PSS.
A compilation of HONO measurements in urban and rural areas showed that while
higher nighttime levels of HONO are generally seen in the urban area, the source
strength when normalized to NO2 is similar in both areas, spanning a HONO/NO2
range of 1.7–13% determined at the time of maximum HONO (Lammel and Cape,
1996). More recently, HONO/NO2 ratios up to 30% have been reported (Yu et al.,
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2009) in the nocturnal atmosphere of Kathmandu, Nepal where a combination of low
inversion layer, high pollution and high relative humidity are invoked to explain the
efficient conversion of NO2 to HONO.
Despite the importance of surface water in the HONO/NO2 conversion, the role of the
air/water interface in bulk water systems as a potential surface source for the heterogeneous reaction remains uncertain (Lammel, 1999). There is evidence that HONO can
be formed heterogeneously on the surface of cloud water droplets (Acker et al., 2000).
Using a liquid droplet train (Ponche et al., 1993) and liquid jet techniques (Mertes and
Wahner, 1995), two studies found much higher rates of uptake of NO2 on the aqueous
surface, faster than could be accounted for by bulk-phase solubility and homogeneous
reaction in solution, the latter study also showing partial release of HONO to the gas
phase. In contrast, a subsequent study (Cheung et al., 2000) found no evidence for
an aqueous surface reaction of NO2 using droplet train and bubble train flow reactors;
instead invoking the bulk-phase solubility and reaction for disappearance of NO2 . In
a comprehensive review of all evidence of NO2 -HONO conversion in laboratory systems and outdoor atmospheres, Finlayson-Pitts et al. (2003) proposed a detailed integrated mechanism for HONO production via Reaction (R1) that involves the reaction
of NO2 (or its derivatives) on any surface, where the chemical nature of the surface is
not important other than its ability to act as a physical support for thin films of surface
water. The suggested mechanism involves the uptake or formation of the symmetric
NO2 dimer on the surface, N2 O4 , isomerization to the asymmetric form ONONO2 , au+
−
toionization to NO NO3 , and reaction with water to generate surface adsorbed HNO3
and gaseous HONO. It was shown therein, that the NO2 to HONO conversion in these
systems could not be accounted for by bulk aqueous phase kinetics, although the question of the reaction occurring on the surface of a bulk water system was not addressed
directly.
Summaries of HONO observations (Kitto and Harrison, 1992; Lammel and Cape,
1996; Yu et al., 2009) indicate that measurements have been made in a wide range
of locations including urban, suburban, rural, remote and arctic atmospheres. How-
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ever, reports of HONO measurements in the marine boundary layer (MBL) are almost
nonexistent, with but one brief mention of HONO measured in the open Agean Sea
(Večeřa et al., 2008). The absence of HONO measurements in “aqueous” environments (Lammel, 1999), the limited study of the water dependence of HONO formation
in the real atmosphere (Stutz et al., 2004), and the levels of HONO that may exist
in polluted marine environments (Osthoff et al., 2008) have all been questioned recently. The presence of HONO in the polluted MBL may be important since HONO and
chlorine containing photolabile species, ClNO2 , ClNO, Cl2 , may compete as the main
radical sources in these environments in early morning, yielding OH and Cl, respectively. There was early evidence that HONO is produced in the reaction of N2 O5 with
wet NaCl aerosols (Junkermann and Ibusuki, 1992). Production of ClNO2 from reaction of N2 O5 with NaCl has been observed in laboratory experiments (Finlayson-Pitts
et al., 1989) and the first observations of ambient ClNO2 , highly correlated with N2 O5
were recently reported in the MBL (Osthoff et al., 2008). Still more recently, evidence
was presented to show that ClNO2 is an intermediate in the production of Cl2 from the
reaction of N2 O5 with Cl− in acidic aerosols, and a hypothesized mechanism therein
indicates that HONO may be produced in the reaction (Roberts et al., 2008). Thus despite a lack of measurements, HONO formation in the polluted MBL is clearly of strong
interest.
In this work, we report measurements of HONO, SO2 , and NO2 by active differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) in the MBL south of Vancouver, British
Columbia, in a polluted region impacted by surrounding coastal cities and marine vessel emissions. This work continues data analysis of a spectral database from which
NO3 levels in the polluted marine boundary layer were reported (McLaren et al., 2010),
establishing a link between nighttime chemistry in the MBL layer and ozone formation in the adjacent populated coastal region. With respect to potential HONO formation mechanisms, the marine boundary layer represents a unique, yet interesting
environment due to the apparent simplicity of the surfaces available for HONO formation compared to terrestrial environments. The only surfaces of significance to act as
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The location of the measurement site is shown in Fig. 1 and has been described in
more detail previously (McLaren et al., 2010). Briefly, instrumentation was located at
the eastern tip of Saturna Island (East Point) in the Strait of Georgia. The surrounding
marine area is polluted by a variety of sources including major populated cities in British
Columbia (Vancouver and Victoria) and Washington State (Bellingham and Seattle), as
well as emissions from marine vessels arriving and departing from large ports in the
major cities. Saturna Island itself has a low population density, especially at its eastern
fringes, and has very few anthropogenic emissions that would influence the measurements. The DOAS instrumentation described in detail previously (McLaren et al., 2010)
was located on a grassy patch next to the ocean at an elevation of 23 m a.s.l. Meteorological observations were taken at a height of 24.4 m a.s.l. within a few meters of the
DOAS telescope (Environment Canada, 2008). The DOAS retro reflector was located
on Tumbo Island (Fig. 1) at an elevation of 6 m a.s.l. and distance of 1203.5 m for a return path length of 2.41 km, with 2.16 km of the path over the open ocean at a mean
elevation of 15 m a.s.l. The return beam was focused onto a bifurcated quartz fiber optic
(Ocean Optics) with two 400 µm fibers, each leading to a different fiber optic spectrometer. One spectrometer was optimized for the UV spectral region (USB2000, Grating
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source/sink of HONO are the air sea-surface interface and the surface of MBL aerosols,
including deliquesced sea salt and anthropogenic aerosols. The highly aqueous surfaces in this environment are expected to be unchanging with time to a first approximation, and independent of relative humidity, compared to terrestrial urban atmospheres.
We report analysis of HONO measurements for 12 nights in the MBL. The PSS that
develops each night in the MBL has important implications for HONO formation mechanisms.
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Each averaged ambient spectrum was corrected for electronic offset and dark noise.
The net spectra were fit using DOASIS software (Kraus, 2006). HONO was fit in the
wavelength region 337–358 nm. The fit scenario included an absorption reference
spectrum of HONO (Bongartz et al., 1991), with cross sections reduced by 14.5%
as recommended (Bongartz et al., 1994) and convoluted to the slit function of our
spectrometer using a line from the Hg reference spectrum, NO2 at 294 K (Vandaele
et al., 1998), and the (O2 )2 collision dimer (Hermans et al., 1999). SO2 was fit in
the wavelength region 303–312 nm. The fit scenario included a convoluted absorption
reference spectrum of SO2 (Vandaele et al., 1994) and NO2 (Vandaele et al., 1998)
at 294 K. NO2 was fit in the wavelength region 422–437.5 nm. The fit scenario included the convoluted reference spectrum of NO2 (Vandaele et al., 1998) at 294 K.
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#10, 295–492 nm, 1800 lines mm , 2048 element CCD, 25 µm slit, UV2 upgrade, L2
lens, optical resolution of ∼ 0.5 nm), and was used for measurement of HONO, NO2
and SO2 . The other spectrometer was optimized for measurement of NO3 and will not
be discussed here. A small diffuser was placed in the entrance of the fiber to lower
atmospheric turbulence noise (Stutz and Platt, 1997). The spectrometers were cooled
◦
to −5 C in a portable freezer.
Custom acquisition software was written in LabView to acquire spectra from the
spectrometer with typical integration times of 200–300 ms, and 2500 averages for spectra with a time resolution of 8–12 min. Mercury lamp reference spectra were collected
periodically for wavelength calibration and for convoluting molecular reference spectra
to the slit function of the spectrometer. Xenon lamp, electronic offset and dark noise
spectra were collected periodically for use in fitting routines. The spectral measurements were collected during the period, 24 June–9 July 2005. The system was set
up to collect data each evening at around sunset and ran overnight. As such, only
nocturnal measurements are available here.
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All fit scenarios included a Xenon-arc lamp spectrum, a Fraunhofer solar reference (if
necessary) and a 3rd order polynomial. Detection limits (3σ) were 0.30 ppb for HONO,
0.45 ppb for SO2 , and 0.20 ppb for NO2 , determined by repetitive determination of a low
concentration sample.
3 Results and discussion
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An overview of the measurements made during the study is given in Fig. 2. The mixing
ratio of HONO typically increased rapidly in the evening (sunset: 20:51±11 min PDT) to
a steady state value between 0.5 and 1.5 ppb, where it remained level until its decline
in the morning (sunrise: 05:46±11 min PDT) due to photolysis. The mixing ratio of SO2
was generally about 1 ppb, apart from marine vessel plume incidents during which SO2
increased to as high as 18 ppb, highly correlated with NO2 . Evidence points to these
events being associated with emissions from major commercial ships that were observed passing around the site throughout the study. The levels of NO2 were as high
as 50 ppb with higher levels after sunset and before sunrise, indicative of a polluted
area. Relative humidity varied between 60–90% throughout the study, typical for a ma◦
rine area. The temperature was at its seasonal maximum, ranging between 25 C and
◦
14 C at night. Continuous clear to mostly clear and sunny conditions were experienced
throughout the majority of the study; with a few incidents of morning haze and a 5 min
period of rain on the night of 31 July/1 August.
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Two cases studies are presented to highlight some of general features observed
throughout the study. The first was the night of 24/25 July (Fig. 3). The HONO mixing ratio was low shortly before sunset, and rose quickly to just less than 1 ppb. It
then stabilized at ca 0.5 ppb for the rest of the evening, before depleting after sunrise. The increase in HONO during sunset may appear to be associated with a large
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increase in NO2 and SO2 during a marine vessel plume event, although we believe
this to be coincidental timing. Generally, any changes in HONO during plume events
were not statistically significant, and in certain cases, a slight anti-correlation appeared
to exist between NO2 and HONO. Levels of NO2 were lowest in the latter part of the
night on this day. Despite the low NO2 levels during the latter period, HONO levels
remained high apart from the photochemical decrease after sunrise. Two periods of
relative chemical and meteorological stability were encountered during the night. The
first was between 11:30 p.m. and 02:00 a.m., long after the marine emissions plume
was encountered. Chemical levels were constant with NO2 ∼3.9 ppb, SO2 ∼1.3 ppb and
HONO∼0.50 ppb. Winds were from the SW at ∼18 km/h. Apart from a few small islands, there is mostly open ocean in the SW direction for a distance of ∼40 km. This
implies that the air mass had traversed the open ocean for at least 2 h prior to arrival at the site and prior to having encountered any major anthropogenic sources.
The average HONO/NO2 ratio during this period was 0.13 (13%). Between 02:30 and
03:30 a.m., an air mass with elevated NO2 arrived as the wind shifted to the west.
The HONO remained largely unchanged despite the change in air mass although the
HONO/NO2 ratio dropped to ∼0.04 (4%) during this event. The second stable period
was experienced after this from ∼03:30–05:30 a.m., just before sunrise with winds from
the NW and wind speeds ∼5 km/h. During this second period, the pollutant levels were
low; average NO2 ∼0.40 ppb, SO2 ∼1.1 ppb. It is likely that the air had travelled from the
northwest down the Straight of Georgia over the ocean for a period of hours before
impacting the site, and without encountering any major NOx sources. The HONO levels were ∼0.65 ppb and the HONO/NO2 ratio was highly variable and uncertain due
to the uncertainty in NO2 levels close to the detection limit. The average HONO and
NO2 levels during this second stable period suggest though, that the HONO/NO2 ratios were greater than 1.0 (100%). Despite the changes in air masses encountered
between 11:30 p.m. and 05:30 p.m., HONO levels remained largely unperturbed, typical of a pseudo steady state (PSS) and did not appear to be correlated with the NO2
concentration or the source of the air mass. The only common feature between the
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3 different air masses transported to the site was their passage over the ocean in the
MBL for extended periods of time. The HONO/NO2 ratio was inversely correlated with
NO2 during these times, as HONO was clearly independent of NO2 .
The first case presented here was essentially reproduced on another night, 1/2 August (not shown). On that night, the level of HONO levelled off at ∼1 ppb within an
hour after sunset and remained relatively constant until 07:30 a.m., despite NO2 dropping from >15 ppb in the early night to <1 ppb after 01:30 a.m. On that morning, the
onset of HONO photolysis was delayed due to hazy conditions and low light levels.
For a period of 6 h (01:30–07:30 a.m.) after NO2 dropped by an order of magnitude,
the HONO, NO2 , SO2 and HONO/NO2 ratios were relatively constant with average (±
standard deviation) levels of 1.10(±0.11) ppb; 0.90(±0.24) ppb; 0.56(±0.24) ppb and
−1
−1
1.83(±0.77) (mol mol , average ratio), respectively, with wind speeds of 6–13 km h ,
and a shift in wind from SW to NW at ∼03:00 a.m. Thus high HONO/NO2 ratios, greater
than 100% were observed, and HONO remained constant for extended periods, even
after a significant drop in NO2 levels of one order of magnitude. There were several
other examples of this type during the study.
The second night to be presented is in Fig. 4. On this night, winds were persistently from the south west, and several ship plume events were detected, starting with
one centered at 09:12 p.m. Again HONO levels rose shortly after sunset, reaching
a relatively stable level by ∼10 pm, and decreased following sunrise. The levels of
NO2 decreased progressively throughout the night but did not fall below 2 ppb. The
HONO/NO2 ratios were ∼0.05 early in the evening and show a gradual steady increase throughout the night to ∼0.40 at sunrise, coincident with the decrease in NO2
levels, and again supporting the lack of a dependence of the observed HONO levels on the coincident NO2 levels. A clear anticorrelation exists between NO2 and the
HONO/NO2 ratio as various NO2 plumes were encountered throughout the night, although the HONO levels remained largely unperturbed throughout these events.
All these cases highlight the existence of a HONO PSS that is well established
shortly after sunset. After that, HONO levels remain relatively constant regardless of
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The HONO/NO2 ratio is frequently used as an index of the efficiency of heterogeneous
conversion of NO2 to HONO, the rationale being that the production of HONO is first
order with the concentration of NO2 . A tremendous amount of scatter exists in the relationship between HONO and NO2 (Fig. 5a), using all data from the study. This scatter
has been seen in several other studies in which HONO is highly correlated to NO2 close
to direct sources of NOx (urban areas) but significantly less correlation exists between
these two pollutants in rural air (Harrison et al., 1996). The data in Fig. 5a appears to
be bounded on the lower end by a HONO/NO2 ratio of 0.0084, similar to that observed
in a recent tunnel experiment dominated by diesel vehicles (HONO/NOx =0.008±0.001)
(Kurtenbach et al., 2001) and similar to that in the nocturnal boundary layer of Kathmandu, Nepal (Yu et al., 2009). Thus the lower bound in Fig. 5a may represent the
HONO/NOx ratio from diesel sources operating in the region, with NO titrated quickly
to NO2 by O3 in the MBL. Also similar to the study in Nepal, the zero forced regression
slope in Fig. 5 was HONO/NO2 =0.083±0.03 (not shown). What is not similar to that of
other studies is that the data in Fig. 5 does not have an upper bound for the HONO/NO2
ratio, as has been seen in many previous studies in terrestrial regions. For example, it
was found that the nocturnal HONO/NO2 ratio rarely exceeded 0.04 in urban Birmingham (Harrison et al., 1996), 0.035 in Milan after correction (Stutz et al., 2002), 0.075
at two rural sites in England (Harrison et al., 1996), 0.09 in Los Angeles (Harris et al.,
1982), 0.03–0.10 at various urban locations in the US, increasing with an increase in
relative humidity (Stutz et al., 2004), 0.125 in South-East England (Kitto and Harrison, 1992), 0.13 at various locations in Europe (Lammel and Cape, 1996), and most
25164

|

3.2 Study wide observations of HONO
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the air mass source, and appear not to be correlated with NO2 to a first approximation,
giving rise to an anti-correlation between HONO/NO2 levels and NO2 . The HONO/NO2
ratios are surprisingly high, starting out with ratios of 0.05–0.13 early in the evening and
rising to levels of >1.0 before sunrise. Some of these points will be explored further in
the following sections.
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recently 0.30 in Nepal (Yu et al., 2009). In the present study, the upper HONO/NO2
ratios were >1.0. During such cases, NO2 is present at very low levels and yet HONO
remains unperturbed and maintains a constant level. A case in point was presented
in Fig. 3 between 03:30–05:30 a.m., as well as the observations discussed for 2 August, 01:30–07:30 a.m. Note that the interpretation of Fig. 5a is complicated since it
includes both light and dark periods with variable lifetimes for HONO with respect to
photolysis. For further analysis, we will define the PSS period in this study to be between 10:00 p.m. and 05:00 a.m. PDT, purposely excluding the build up and photolysis
periods during sunset and sunrise. The overall statistics for observations in the PSS
period are presented in Table 1.
When we plot data from the PSS, Fig. 5b, we now have an apparent lower limit of
∼0.033, but still with no upper limit. It is interesting to note that in Milan Italy, Stutz
et al. (2002) found that all data (day and night) fell below a HONO/NO2 line of x=0.035
when corrected for direct sources. The interpretation of the upper limit in their study is
that it represents the overall conversion efficiency in the reaction, NO2(g) →x HONO(g)
on the terrestrial surface below. Data falls below the line in their plot due to other
losses of HONO such as photolysis. And yet, data we collect during the PSS period
fall above such a line. Our best interpretation of Fig. 5b at this point is as follows. First,
during the PSS period, we have no losses of HONO from the NBL due to photolysis.
Second, we argue that the data falling above the line is an indication of a mixture of
HONO formation mechanisms in the aqueous system that are both 0◦ order and 1◦
order in NO2 . The significance of the x=0.033 line is not completely understood, but
it seems to indicate the HONO to NO2 conversion on dry surfaces (Stutz et al., 2004).
◦
It may represent a fundamental 1 order limit for production of HONO on a surface
coated with a single monolayer of water. We will describe the 0◦ order mechanism in
a future section, but for now, we just comment that the 0◦ order mechanism would result
from the heterogeneous formation of HONO on a surface that is saturated with NO2
equivalent precursors, followed by reversible distribution of HONO from the surface to
the gas phase (vaporization/deposition), without loss from the MBL system. In Fig. 5a,
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the limit for a zero order process is the vertical y-axis.
Study average nocturnal profiles of HONO, NO2 , HONO/NO2 ratio, relative humidity
and temperature presented in Fig. 6, were created by binning all study data into 0.5 h
intervals. The average profile for HONO is similar to that discussed for the case studies, showing a rapid increase after sunset to a PSS level, which is steady throughout
the night, with a small discernable decrease with time until sunrise, when HONO photolysis begins. The increase in HONO to a PSS level is already started at the point
of sunset, and is complete within an hour after sunset, much faster than is typically
seen in terrestrial locations. In case studies in urban areas with similar values of RH,
60%<RH<100%, the PSS in HONO was not reached until 00:00 a.m. in Nashville,
02:30 a.m. in Houston and ∼01:00 a.m. in Phoenix, in each case being several hours
after sunset (Stutz et al., 2004). The main difference between the environment in the
present study and that in the urban environment is the presence of the ocean surface,
and to a lesser extent the presence of marine aerosols. One of these factors is responsible for the fast approach to the steady state. The nocturnal profile of NO2 (Fig. 6)
indicates a general decrease in NO2 as the night proceeds. The temporal decrease in
NO2 could be due to a number of factors including a reduction in anthropogenic NO2
sources, a loss of NO2 to the NO3 /N2 O5 reservoir with heterogeneous conversion to
HNO3 and photolabile halogen species (Dentener and Crutzen, 1993; McLaren et al.,
2010), loss of NO2 due to heterogeneous formation of HONO, dissolution of NO2 in
the ocean, and/or a change in transport patterns during the night. An increase in the
HONO/NO2 ratio through the night is also apparent in Fig. 6, with median levels climbing quickly after sunset to 13.0% at the beginning of the PSS period (average 22:00–
24:00 PDT), but gradually increasing thereafter, reaching 25–30% by early morning.
The 95-th percentiles of HONO/NO2 ratios at the end of the night are >1.0 (Table 1).
The implications of these numbers are that they suggest that the mechanism of HONO
formation on terrestrial surfaces and on aqueous water are fundamentally related with
a gradual increase in the maximum HONO/NOx ratio from 0.03 on surfaces in dry environments (10% RH) (Stutz et al., 2002, 2004) increasing to maximums of 0.10–0.13 on
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where γNO2 →HONO is the conversion probability (or uptake coefficient) for the reaction of
NO2 on the surface and γHONO is the uptake coefficient for HONO on the surface. The
time constant for the approach to the PSS in the Stutz model (τ=S/V ×v/4×γHONO ) is
essentially the inverse of the first order loss constant for deposition of HONO to the surface, τdep , and the uptake coefficients were presented as being dependent on relative
humidity. Equation (1) predicts that during periods where a PSS exists: i) the concentration of HONO is proportional to the concentration of NO2 , and ii) the [HONO]/[NO2 ]
ratio is constant. It also suggests that the level of HONO in the PSS should respond
to changes in NO2 with a time constant of τdep . Observations in our study suggest
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surfaces at high relative humidity (Lammel and Cape, 1996; Stutz et al., 2004) and with
a continuity on aqueous surfaces observed in this study, with HONO/NO2 ratios during
the PSS observed ranging from 0.13 to >1.0. Thus it appears that not only the presence of water (1 monolayer of H2 O at low RH) but also the amount of water is important
in the HONO formation mechanism. The similarity here is that all surfaces are coated
with a minimum of 1 monolayer of water. Since H2 O is consumed in Reaction (R1), this
could be a limiting reagent.
Several reports of HONO in terrestrial locations exist where authors comment on
a PSS for HONO on certain nights (Lammel and Cape, 1996; Stutz et al., 2002, 2004;
Yu et al., 2009), and it appears to be associated with humid nights (Stutz et al., 2004; Yu
et al., 2009). The constant temporal behaviour of HONO in the PSS, implies a balance
between sources and sinks of HONO at these times. Stutz presented a simple model to
explain the PSS in more detail (Stutz et al., 2004), in which the source of HONO is the
heterogeneous reaction of NO2 with the surface (ground or aerosol surface) according
to Reaction (R1), and the sink is the first order irreversible deposition of HONO to the
surface. Assuming that NO2 is constant with minimal losses, the result is a PSS for
both HONO and the HONO/NO2 ratio:
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that in this polluted aqueous environment, a PSS for HONO is established consistently and quickly almost every night, with a time constant of <1 h. Further though,
the HONO/NO2 ratio is not constant throughout the night, the steady state HONO concentration is not proportional to NO2 , and the HONO PSS level does not respond to
changes in NO2 concentration with a time constant of τdep . The HONO PSS level we
observe is relatively undisturbed with a change in air mass or a change in NO2 levels
by as much as an order of magnitude. These observations lead us to two inescapable
conclusions thus far. The first conclusion is that during the PSS period, the source
of HONO in the MBL is not proportional to the concentration of NO2 . Despite this,
a source of HONO must exist. The second conclusion requires more explanation. The
general consensus from field and laboratory investigations is that HONO is lost from
the gas phase through deposition to surfaces, which in this environment are coated
with water. As the lifetime for deposition of HONO from the PSS is <1 h, and since
the HONO PSS can persist for much longer than this (i.e. −7 h), then the source of the
HONO must either be: i) a reservoir of nitrogen that is significantly larger than the gas
phase reservoir of HONO in the MBL and/or ii) HONO must be recycled into the source
reservoir after deposition. Both these conclusions are significant since they modify our
current understanding of nocturnal HONO formation. We will return to these points and
discuss potential reservoirs of HONO and/or precursors in a future section.
There is still a chance that the phenomena observed here are specific to the MBL.
We do not believe this to be true since a careful examination of previous datasets in terrestrial urban/suburban/rural environments can lead to similar conclusions. We provide
a compilation of what we believe to be examples of PSSs of HONO in the nocturnal
atmosphere in urban terrestrial environments, from existing literature (Table 2). The
examples were compiled either through the authors identification of a nocturnal PSS
or “levelling off” for an extended period of time, or through our examination of the data
for periods of constant HONO during the night which are not perturbed by high local
emission sources of NOx (i.e. high NO) or high surface area of PM10 . As discussed by
Stutz (2004), high direct sources can increase the amount of HONO beyond the PSS,
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To explore the dependence of the HONO mixing ratios in the PSS periods, all data
collected during the PSS period (22:00–05:00 PDT) are plotted as a function of relative
humidity (RH) in Fig. 7, and temperature in Fig. 8. A negative dependence of HONO
with relative humidity is obvious (Fig. 7). A casual observation of the data might suggest lack of a dependence when relative humidity is less than ∼75%, although two
separate regressions for data in the RH<75% and RH≥75% regions indicate a statistically significant negative correlation over the whole RH range (59–90% RH). It is
possible that HONO is coincidentally related to RH through a subtle decrease in HONO
throughout the night, and a coincidental temporal change in other parameters as the
night proceeds. To rule this out, HONO vs. RH regressions were performed on 1 h
binned data from 22:00–05:00, thus removing any temporal relationship. All seven
bins indicated a statistically significant negative correlation between HONO and RH,
similar in magnitude to that seen in Fig. 7.
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albeit temporarily, before HONO returns to the PSS. At this point we will highlight just
one example of a PSS that has properties of our MBL PSSs. In Houston on 5 September 2000 (Stutz et al., 2004), after the establishment of a HONO PSS at 02:30 a.m.,
NO2 levels increase from 02:30–05:30 a.m. by more than 60% (from 11.0 to 18.3 ppb,
without increase in NO), although HONO remained almost constant (±6%), and the
HONO/NO2 ratio decreased by a factor proportional to the NO2 increase. The independence of the HONO PSS level on NO2 concentration is characteristic of what we
have observed and central to our arguments above. This is but one example of a PSS
in the urban environment during which HONO is independent of NO2 . Arguments of
transport can always be invoked to rationalize an individual case, but clearly the case
for transport as influencing the PSS (to a first approximation) has been ruled out in the
polluted MBL in this study. We suggest that careful examination of PSSs in other urban
data sets may result in similar conclusions.
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While a negative correlation between HONO and RH is observed, this is not proof of
cause and effect. Relative humidity and temperature are not independent, with relative
humidity increasing due to a decrease in temperature for a constant amount of water
vapor. Thus the observed correlation between HONO and RH could indicate a positive dependence of HONO with temperature through some other physical or chemical
mechanism. With current mechanisms in the literature, the link between HONO concentration and RH are thought to be related to increased water content on surfaces,
which enhances the heterogeneous formation rate of HONO via Reaction (R1), and it
could also enhance the loss rate of HONO from the gas phase on a surface, or into
an aqueous layer formed on a surface. These surfaces in general could be the surface at the base of the air column (i.e. ocean), the surface of aerosols, or any anthropogenic/biogenic surfaces available in the air mass. Since the HONO concentration is
a balance between sources and losses during the PSS period, for an increase in water
on surfaces due to increase in RH, one would expect that an increase in the source rate
of HONO would show a positive correlation of HONO with RH, while any increase in
the loss of HONO would show a negative correlation of HONO with RH, all else being
equal. Since the available surface is dominated by the ocean surface in the MBL, we
expect that changes in RH will not significantly change the amount of water available
on the surface of the ocean, but it could increase the amount of water available on
marine aerosols. Thus, we conclude that the negative correlation of HONO with RH is
either due to increased net loss of HONO on the surface of, or into the aqueous layer
of MBL aerosols, or failing this, there exists a positive correlation between HONO and
temperature that is somehow related to the HONO PSS mechanism. We next argue
that the latter is true.
The loss of HONO on, or into the aqueous surface of MBL aerosols arising from an
increase in RH would be of significance only if the surface or volume density of H2 O
on MBL aerosols is more significant than the surface or volume density of the ocean in
the MBL. Despite a lack of supporting aerosol measurements during this study, these
parameters can be reasonably estimated. For example, the total surface and volume
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density of H2 O in a typical distribution of deliquesced sea salt aerosols (10 µg m ) at
−5 2 −3
2
−3
−10 3 −3
3
−3
96% RH is 4.3×10 m m (43 µm cm ) and 1.47×10
m m (147 µm cm ),
respectively (Chameides and Stelson, 1992). Presuming that the MBL is polluted with
a moderate amount of anthropogenic aerosols (10 µg m−3 ; 50% H2 O, dp =0.2 µm), an
−4 2 −3
additional surface and volume density of H2 O can be estimated to be 5.5×10 m m
−12 3 −3
and 9.1×10
m m , respectively. The total surface and volume densities of H2 O
−4 2 −3
−10 3 −3
in the MBL aerosols would thus be 5.9×10 m m and 1.56×10
m m , respectively. We can compare these to the ocean. The geometric surface area density of the
ocean surface in a well mixed MBL column of height H is given by 1/H; a lower estimate
since the MBL may not be well mixed at night (Stutz et al., 2002). The volume density
of H2 O in the ocean available to the MBL column of air above it can be estimated very
conservatively to be equal to tSML /H (at a minimum), where tSML is the thickness of the
aqueous layer in the sea surface microlayer (SML). Using a typical nocturnal marine
boundary layer height, hMBL =100 m (Brown et al., 2004) and a typical SML thickness,
tSML =50 µm (Zhang et al., 2006), our minimum estimate of the effective ocean surface
and volume densities of H2 O in the MBL are 0.01 m2 m−3 and 5×10−3 m3 m−3 , respectively. These numbers are more than an order of magnitude (×17) and seven orders
7
of magnitude (3×10 ) greater than those available on MBL aerosols. Thus, we conclude that increased surface or volume density of aerosols coincident with an increase
in RH is negligible compared to an unchanging ocean, having a negligible effect on
HONO deposition loss. This implies that the negative correlation between HONO and
RH is coincidental with a positive correlation between HONO and temperature, that is
somehow related to the HONO PSS mechanism.
The positive relationship between HONO and temperature evident in Fig. 8 is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. The correlation coefficient (R 2 =0.25)
accounts for more of the variance in HONO observations than does the HONO vs. RH
dependence (R 2 =0.17). Using a linear regression, the corresponding temperature coefficient ((1/PHONO ) × d PHONO /d T ) of the dependence indicates that HONO increases
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The value of H (298 K) and ∆Hvap /R in Eq. (2) are 49±1 mole L atm
and
4900±150 K, respectively in water (Park and Lee, 1988; Becker et al., 1996). Using the
ocean surface temperature in the Strait of Georgia in July (10–15◦ C), the temperature
coefficient of PHONO predicted by Eq. (3) would be: +6.0±0.2% K−1 . This is close to
that observed in Fig. 8, despite that air in the MBL and the ocean are not in thermal
equilibrium, and that the Henry’s Law constant in sea water may deviate from that in
water. Another way to express the temperature dependence is to determine the value
of ∆Hvap . This was achieved by a least squares regression of the relationship between ln PHONO vs. 1/T , the slope of which is equivalent to –∆Hvap /R. The regression
25172
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where PHONO is the partial pressure of HONO, H is the Henry’s Law constant at reference temperature T ◦ , ∆Hvap is the enthalpy of vaporization of HONO(aq) , and R is the
gas constant. For this equilibrium process, the temperature coefficient of HONO would
be given by:
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by +7.2±0.6% K in the temperature region. As we did for RH, HONO vs. T regressions were performed on 1 h binned data to rule out other temporal processes that
may occur at night. A statistically significant (>95%) correlation between HONO and
temperature was still observed in all seven bins (not shown), similar to that shown in
Fig. 8.
There are many temperature dependent processes that could give rise to the temperature dependence of HONO over the ocean surface. Of interest is a comparison to
the temperature dependence of a gas phase-aqueous phase equilibrium process such
as that dictated by the temperature dependent Henry’s Law coefficient, H(T ) for the
solubility of HONO in water:
!
∆Hvap  1 1 
[HONO](aq)
H(T ) =
= H ◦ exp
(2)
−
PHONO
R
T T◦
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yields ∆Hvap (HONO)=55.5±5.4kJ mole , close to ∆Hvap =40.7±1.2kJ mole determined from the literature value of H(T ) in pure water. While this is not proof of the
process, the temperature dependence of HONO PSS observations is at least consistent with an equilibrium process releasing HONO from the surface of the ocean.
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As discussed in Sect. 3.2, one of the conclusions from our observations was that there
exists either a reservoir of HONO (or precursors) in the polluted MBL that is significantly larger than the gas phase reservoir or, HONO must be recycled into the source
reservoir after deposition. We now address three possible aqueous reservoirs in the
MBL: i) bulk water in the sea surface microlayer, ii) aerosols in the MBL, iii) the air-sea
surface interface.
There is a suggestion that storage of HONO or nitrite on aqueous surfaces can be
a source for daytime HONO in the early morning (Acker et al., 2004). This suggests
the aqueous phase may be a significant reservoir. In the PSS model presented by
Stutz (2004), the ultimate fate of HONO that deposits was not expressed explicitly.
While there is evidence that HONO can deposit to laboratory surfaces releasing NO in
a heterogeneous reaction (Lammel and Cape, 1996; Finlayson-Pitts et al., 2003; Stutz
et al., 2004), it is also likely that HONO at the air-aqueous interface will dissolve if the
surface is aqueous, containing more than just a few monolayers of water (Mertes and
Wahner, 1995)
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In the case of Reaction (R1) being the source of HONO, HNO3 that is produced will also
dissolve resulting in further acidification. The HONO(aq) would subsequently ionize:
HONO(aq) + H2 O(l) → H3 O+ (aq) + NO−
2 (aq)
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where NN(III), SML is the moles of N(III) in the SML of thickness tSML , NHONO, MBL is the
moles of HONO in the MBL with effective boundary layer height hMBL . Using an unper−4
turbed ocean pH=8.1 in the SML, tSML =50µm, hMBL =100 m, T =290 K, Ka =5.1×10 ,
25174
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If the reservoir is the ocean, N(III) would be contained in the sea surface microlayer
(SML), the top ∼50 µm of the ocean that is dynamically isolated from the underlying
ocean. The SML is frequently enriched in nutrients, biota, organic matter and anthropogenic pollutants. The SML can have different physiochemical properties than
the underlying ocean and can serve as a source/sink for materials in the atmosphere
(Hardy, 1982). Enhancement of pollutants in the SML with a sharp gradient in concentration and physiochemical properties at the base of the SML has been observed
(Zhang et al., 1998, 2006). The underlying ocean also contains N(III), although it is
dynamically separate from the SML through a diffusion barrier at the SML/subsurface
layer interface.
The concentration of N(III) contained in the SML reservoir at equilibrium would depend on pH, temperature and SML thickness. At equilibrium, the molar fraction of N(III)
stored in the SML reservoir would be given by:
NNIII,SML
1
fSML =
=
(5)
hMBL
NNIII,SML + NHONO,MBL 1 +
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At the point where the rate of Reacts. (2) and (4) are equal, we have dynamic equilibrium dictated by the Henry’s Law constant (Eq. 2). If equilibrium is reached, the total
concentration of N(III) in the water reservoir would be given by:


Ka, HONO
[N(III)]=PHONO H 1 +
(4)
[H+ ]

|
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(R4)
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([N(III)]=[HONO](aq) + [NO2 ](aq) ) would build up in the aqueous reservoir to the point
where the reservoir becomes a source of HONO to the gas phase,
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H(T )=76 M atm , Eq. (5) predicts that 98% of the N(III) would be partitioned in the
ocean SML, independent of the partial pressure of HONO in the gas phase. Thus, the
SML, at equilibrium with the ocean, could be a significant reservoir of HONO. However,
using Eq. (4) and the median nocturnal HONO mixing ratio of ∼1 ppb, the concentra−3
tion of N(III) in the SML at equilibrium would be 4.9×10 M. This is significantly higher
than reports of concentrations of N(III) measured in the SML (<2 µM) (Zafiriou and
True, 1979; Zhang et al., 2001, 2006), or the highest N(III) measured in the SML, 9 µM
(Grasshoff, 1975). Only slight enhancements of N(III) and N(V) have been reported in
the polluted Bay of Hong Kong (Zhang et al., 2001), and only a slight acidification of
the SML compared to the underlying ocean has been recorded (−0.2 pH units) (Zhang
et al., 2006). Despite this, it is currently unclear how low the pH of the SML could be
in a polluted region such as the Strait of Georgia. If we change the pH to 7.0, we predict from Eq. (5), fSML =0.82 and [N(III)]=4×10−4 M. In this extreme acidification case,
[N(III)] is still two to three orders of magnitude larger than what has been reported in
the literature. Values of HHONO in seawater are unavailable, and it is likely smaller than
H in pure water used here due to the salt effect, but it is unlikely to be more than a factor of 2 smaller if it behaves similar to most other small molecules. It is unclear what
effect the natural organic film (lipids and fatty acid material) on the surface of the SML
will have on air/sea exchange and other physiochemical properties. Despite these uncertainties, evidence suggests that bulk seawater contained in the SML is significantly
under saturated in N(III) with respect to the atmospheric HONO we measure during
PSS periods, and as such, the bulk alkaline ocean would be a net sink for HONO in
the gas phase in this region, not a source.
The second potential reservoir to address is aerosols. Sea salt aerosols are likely
deliquesced in this region as the RH never fell below the efflorescence relative humidity
of sea salt, 43–48% (Tang et al., 1997). We calculate the amount of HONO that could
dissolve in marine aerosols and the fraction, faerosol , of HONO present in this reservoir
compared to the total amount in the combined gas/aerosol reservoir. We presume
that HONO in the gas phase comes to equilibrium with water in the aerosol phase.
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In either case, the maximum density of NO2 units that could be adsorbed on the surface
is equal the maximum density of water molecules at the surface. For a geometrically
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In a similar mechanism, Finlayson-Pitts proposed that the HONO formation begins with
adsorption of a dimer of NO2 , N2 O4 , to the surface film, that is more highly stabilized by
two water molecules than one. In a model similar to that presented previously (Mertes
and Wahner, 1995), we propose that the first step of the mechanisms could also occur
on the surface of bulk aqueous water, (H2 O)∞ ·H2 O
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Using a generously alkaline aerosol pH=8.5 (Chameides and Stelson, 1992) for sea
salt aerosols, the same values for H, T , and Ka as previous, and our previous estimate
of the volume density of H2 O in the marine aerosols, 1.56×10−10 m3 m−3 , we calculate
faerosol =0.038, and the gas phase equivalent of 40 pptV of N(III) that would exist in the
aerosol phase. This is a minor reservoir in comparison to gas phase HONO, and would
become significantly smaller as pH decreases. Observations of particulate nitrite and
gas phase HONO in terrestrial regions also suggest that aerosol is a minor reservoir
of N(III) compared to the gas phase (Lammel and Cape, 1996). We conclude that the
bulk water present in aerosols could not support the PSS we are observing.
The third reservoir we address is the surface of the aqueous layer itself, which could
be the surface of the ocean, lakes, deliquesced aerosols and wet terrestrial surfaces. In
the MBL, the ocean surface dominates as discussed previously. Current mechanisms
suggest that nocturnal HONO formation occurs at surfaces coated with at least a monolayer of H2 O. Lammel (1999) suggested that the formation begins with a molecule of
NO2 adsorbing to a molecule of water either chemisorbed to the surface (S−OH2 ), or
adsorbed to another surface molecule of water (S−OH2 *H2 O).
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where CNO2 is the NO2 mixing ratio, all else previously defined. The amount of nitrogen
required to completely saturate the ocean water surface with a monolayer is obtained
by equating SNO2 =SH2 O ; we predict CNO2 =3.4 ppb. Thus the upper limit to the ocean
surface reservoir under these conditions would be the equivalent of 3.4 ppb of nitrogen.
If those precursors reacted by Reaction (R1) until they reach a PSS, ∼1.0 ppb HONO
would be produced in the gas phase. Ignoring excess NO2 in the gas phase, the maximum fraction of HONO precursors existing on the surface in the MBL for this type of
surface reservoir system, would be fsurface =77% (given our simple parameters). While
this potential upper limit to the reservoir is reasonably large, if the HONO that subsequently deposits is lost from the system, the nitrogen in the surface/gas system would
be depleted at a rate of [HONO]/τdep . The surface-gas system could be replenished
with gas phase NO2 as the loss occurs. But if NO2 is zero, the combined surface/gas
phase nitrogen reservoir would be depleted with a time constant, τsurface =τdep /(1−f ).
Using τdep =1 h, we would predict τsurface =4.4 h, as an upper limit. We almost had such
a case on the morning of 2 August (discussed previously), where the PSS remained
stable for 6 h, despite the mixing ratio of NO2 falling from >15 ppb to <1.0 ppb. Although NO2 was not zero, the absence of any observable decline in the HONO PSS
level during this period still leads us to believe that if a surface system is generating
HONO in the PSS, the HONO that deposits must be recycled into the surface reservoir.
We conclude this section by saying that the aqueous air-water interface at the surface of the ocean, perhaps confined to the top monolayer of water (0.4 nm thick), but
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flat aqueous surface, one can calculate the water molecule radius, rH2 O , cross sectional
area, AH2 O , and surface density of water molecules, SH2 O =1/AH2 O , to be: rH2 O =1.9 ×
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thinner than the thickness of the SML, is the most likely reservoir for NO2 (or its equivalent precursors) to produce HONO via Reaction (R1) in sufficient quantities to support
the PSS of HONO that we observe in the MBL. As with any surface based mechanism, this sea surface nanolayer (SNL), would be chemically active through its ability
to provide a medium that achieves extremely high surface densities where precursor
species can react at high rates. Although we cannot prove through our observations
that a monolayer of NO2 or precursors would exist, the surface tension of water could
support a monolayer of precursors (just as the surface tension of water can support the
weight of a water spider), if there is a strong adhesive force of attraction between NO2
(or equivalent) and surface water molecules, but less than the cohesive force of attraction between water bound to itself. Only certain molecules would fulfill this requirement.
A more thorough discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this work.
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1) The PSS of HONO in the polluted MBL is characterized by an extended time
period during which d [HONO]/d t≈0. It begins to form just before sunset and
is usually fully formed within an hour after sunset or faster, faster than seen in
terrestrial locations. The levels of HONO in the PSS are similar to that seen
in several terrestrial locations; ∼0.5–2.0 ppb; although there is a current lack of
temperature and other data to support better analysis.
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We summarize some of our conclusions on the PSS of HONO in the MBL thus far:
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2) During the period of the PSS, HONO is frequently independent of NO2 , signifying
◦
a formation process that is 0 order in NO2 , suggestive of a saturated surface
reaction system. The median HONO/NO2 ratios increase with time from 0.13
(lower limit 0.03) to 0.30 (upper limit >1.0) from the beginning to the end of the
PSS period. The continuity of these numbers from those on terrestrial surfaces
(maximum 0.03 at low RH to maximum 0.10–0.13 at high RH) suggest that the
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3) PHONO in the PSS is largely independent of air mass and transport direction, signifying that the PSS is characteristic of the MBL in the region, where the surface
of the ocean is the dominating surface.
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6) The bulk alkaline aqueous phase of the SML and sub layers of the ocean are very
unlikely to be a reservoir of N(III) that could act as a net source of HONO to the
MBL based upon current literature of [N(III)] and pH in the SML. The bulk aqueous
phase of marine aerosols are also an unlikely reservoir of N(III) that could act as
a net source of HONO to the MBL.
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5) The levels of HONO during the PSS period show a statistically significant positive
correlation with temperature. The correlation indicates a temperature coefficient
−1
(1/PHONO )(d PHONO /d T )=+7.2±0.6% K . If all of this temperature dependence
is associated with a surface activation process of HONO, the enthalpy of the process that releases HONO from the SNL would be ∆HSNL =55.5±5.4kJ mole−1 ,
slightly larger than the ∆Hvap =40.7±1.2kJ mole−1 for HONO vaporization from
pure water.

10

|

4) The levels of HONO during the PSS period show a statistically significant negative
correlation with RH over the range RH=60–90%, that is only coincidentally related
to the HONO PSS levels, through the negative T –RH relation for water in air.
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HONO formation mechanism is related on all surfaces, with the amount of H2 O
being either a limiting agent, or playing some other fundamental role.
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7) The top monolayer of water at the air-sea surface interface could represent a significant reservoir of nitrogen precursors for HONO formation, if the monolayer
was saturated with NO2 and/or related nitrogen precursors and products (N2 O4 ,
+
−
ONONO2 , NO NO3 , HONO, HNO3 ). This sea surface nanolayer (SNL) would be
−
very acidic through the generation of nitric acid. A single report of NO−
3 and NO2
measurements in the surface microlayer (SML) and sublayers of polluted Daya
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S−OH2 ·H2 ONO2 + NO2 → SS−OH2 ·HONO2 + HNO2
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with different parameterizations for dry (dry laboratory and ambient surfaces), wet (humid surfaces), and aqueous (bulk water) surfaces, and a=0.5 from Reaction (R1). It
◦
predicts a HONO formation that is 0 order in H2 O for dry and aqueous surfaces (noting
◦
that dry surfaces contain a monolayer of H2 O) and 1 order in H2 O for humid surfaces,
◦
and a rate that is 1 order in NO2 for all three surface types. Following from Reaction (R6), the main reaction step to produce HONO proposed by Lammel (1999) is:

|

10

Thus far, we have not discussed a detailed mechanism for HONO formation. Mertes
and Wahner (1995) presented a model for NO2 hydrolysis via Reaction (R1) on experimental aqueous surfaces that used the concept of a surface layer separate from
the bulk liquid phase. In an extensive review of all studies to date, Lammel (1999)
suggested a surface based formation mechanism and attempted to parameterize the
formation of HONO on surfaces according to the following formula:
(" 
#
)
 
 
d [HONO]
S
S
S
= a[NO2 ]
+
k
+
k [H O]
(7)
dt
V dry
V aqueous het1
V wet het2 2
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Bay near Hong Kong (Zhang and et al., 2001) indicate average enhancements of
−
−
2.83 µM (NO3 ) and 0.05 µM (NO2 ), perhaps a sign of faster transport of HNO3
from the surface or higher HNO3 /HONO density at the surface of the ocean.
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Finlayson-Pitts (2003) presented an integrated mechanism for HONO formation on surface films. The detailed mechanism suggested the formation of N2 O4 in the gas phase,
followed by uptake of N2 O4 onto the surface film (dry or humid). The N2 O4 isomerizes
+
−
to asymmetric ONONO2 through reaction with H2 O, which autoionizes to the NO NO3
complex in the supporting layer of H2 O. The complex then reacts with water to generate surface adsorbed HNO3 and surface HONO. The surface HONO escapes in part
to the gas phase, and is presumably reversible. It was also suggested that in highly
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acidic surfaces, HNO3 can generate NO2 , which reacts with HONO to produce NO
that escapes from the surface. The rate of formation of HONO in this mechanism was
◦
◦
◦
overall 1 order in NO2 , +2 due to formation of N2 O4 and −1 due to back reaction of
NO2 with ONONO2 to produce N2 O4 .
Based upon all the observations and conclusions above, and with considerable aid
from previous literature, we can now provide a conceptual model for HONO formation
in aqueous systems. The model can explain the PSS state we observe in the MBL that
is also frequently seen in terrestrial regions on nights that are humid enough to produce
condensed water. The model is presented in Fig. 9, illustrating conceptually the mechanism operating in 1◦ order and 0◦ order (in NO2 ) generation of HONO. In the model,
a sea surface nanolayer (SNL) (or surface nanolayer/surface film in urban areas) develops after exposure of the aqueous surface to NO2 or its equivalent precursors. The
SNL is 1 to n monolayers [tSNL =n×0.38nm], where the total thickness is significantly
less than the thickness of the SML (∼50 µm). The SNL could be a single monolayer of
NO2 (or equivalent) precursors on top of the water that is stabilized by a high adhesive
force of attraction between the precursor molecule and water, which is less than the cohesive force of attraction between water molecules. The SNL becomes saturated with
nitrogen after exposure to a sufficient amount of NO2 , and as time progresses during
the night. If the SNL is completely saturated with N species (NO2 , N2 O4 , ONONO2 ,
NO+ NO−
3 , HONO, HNO3 ), the subsequent HONO formation chemistry is independent
of the concentration of NO2 , i.e. 0◦ order in NO2 . If the surface layer is under saturated, then the system reverts to HONO formation with 1◦ order kinetics in the extreme,
limited by the deposition of NO2 to the surface. The high surface density of the layer
would provide the medium for close contact of nitrogen pairs and surface reactions
necessary to generate all the surface species present in the mechanism presented by
Finlayson-Pitts (2003). We previously calculated the maximum density of N that could
be present on the ocean surface, suggesting that at night, exposure of the ocean surface to several ppb of NO2 would be necessary to completely saturate the surface to
some equilibrium state. The density of N required to establish an equilibrium system
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with equivalent products to those in Reacts. (R9) and (R1). The HONO that is produced
in the SNL would encounter a strongly acidic surface medium, supporting its reversible
distribution to the atmosphere above:
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in the SNL is not certain, although we note that that the SNL would be very acidic
due to the production of HNO3 . While we have no proof of the N density in the SNL,
the upper limit is approximately equivalent to the surface density of a monolayer of
water, 8.6×1018 molec m−2 . Finlayson-Pitts (2003) provided evidence for the existence
of N2 O4 in surface films of laboratory surfaces, and demonstrated that its uptake on
the surface is enhanced or stabilized by the presence of HNO3 . We presume that this
important precursor, N2 O4 , would be present in the SNL as well, possibly formed in the
gas phase as suggested, but also potentially formed at high reaction rates in the high
N density of the SNL monolayer. The existence of the SNL, saturated with precursors
at night and partially saturated at sunset, could explain our fast approach to a PSS at
sunset, compared to urban areas. In urban environments, a SNL usually does not exist
at sunset, and would form after wetting of surfaces has happened, and after the water
has adsorbed sufficient NO2 .
In Fig. 9, we simplistically represent the detailed chemistry for HONO production by
Reaction (R1), with mechanistic details that could be those offered by Finlayson-Pitts
(2003) or Lammel (1999) or others. The final reaction by Finlayson Pitts (2003) would
be:
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HONO(g)

∆H=∆HSNL (HONO)

(R11)

The enthalpy of Reaction (R11) accounts for all, or a significant portion of the temperature dependence we have observed during the PSS period. In Fig. 9, we included
the diffusion of products, HONO and HNO3 into the underlying water as a slow process, although turbulence, wave breaking and bubble bursting in the ocean would all
−
be mechanisms for transport of N(III) into sublayers and generation of NO2 in a more
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(∆Hf =−207.4 kJ mol−1 ) compared to HNO3 (l) (∆Hf =−174.1 mol−1 ), the latter existing
in extremely concentrated surface films in the limit of zero water.
A distinguishing feature between the two mechanisms in Fig. 9, is that when the
◦
mechanism operates under 1 order NO2 kinetics, the reaction is pushed forward (left
to right) by the irreversible loss of HONO from the SNL, likely dominated by photolysis
of gaseous HONO. The surface layer is depleted at such times creating the conditions
necessary for 1◦ order kinetics. The system will continue to operate under 1◦ order
kinetics when photolysis stops at sunset for a short time, as HONO continues to be
rapidly lost from the surface to establish a new steady state level of HONO, the PSS
level. When the PSS level of HONO is reached, reversible deposition of HONO to
the surface will dominate the loss of gaseous HONO, slowing down the depletion of
nitrogen in the surface layer and created a saturated surface system again. Under
these conditions, a quasi equilibrium system exists where uptake of NO2 at the surface
will slow considerably, and the PSS of HONO is independent of NO2 concentration.
The whole system would sit in static equilibrium, being driven forward only through the
slow losses of HNO3 and HONO from the SNL (i.e. diffusion from the SNL to the SML).
The formation of HONO under these conditions is zero order in NO2 , represented by
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alkaline medium (React. R3). We expect that HONOSNL is undissociated, as could be
HNO3 , depending on the surface density of nitrogen. The presence of sub layers of wa+
−
ter allows diffusion of HNO3 , H3 O and NO3 , away from the SNL. This transport would
prevent the SNL from becoming too acidic, and could be an important distinguishing
feature between the aqueous system, and HONO formation on “dry” or ”humid” surface
films. In the former, NO and N2 O have been observed (Finlayson-Pitts et al., 2003),
likely due to the presence of HNO3 complexes in the concentrated film. The underlying layers of water in urban/suburban/rural aqueous systems would achieve the same
goal. Thus the presence of the sublayers of water make Reaction (R11) truly reversible,
since deposition of HONO to generate NO in a highly concentrated surface film could
result in a loss of N and HONO from the PSS system. It is also worthy to note that there
is a significant thermodynamic advantage to Reaction (R1) if the product is HNO3 (aq)
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The aqueous model presented in Fig. 9 is representative for all aqueous systems,
including the ocean, freshwater lakes, the surface of deliquesced aerosols and terrestrial surfaces coated with condensed water or precipitation. In the MBL, the aqueous
surface is perpetual, day and night. In terrestrial locations and with absence of precipitation, condensed water appears later in the night as the RH increases. Condensed
water on grass surfaces for example can be seen at RH∼80% (personal observation).
The transition from a dry or humid HONO formation mechanism, to an aqueous PSS
mechanism would be characterized by the time at which increasing HONO levels out
to a period of d [HONO]/d t≈0, perhaps with overshoot of the PSS level before return
to the PSS level (Stutz et al., 2004). The overshoot could be attributed to the presence
of a variety of surfaces that form condensed water over a range of relative humidities (Lammel, 1999). If the aqueous system is truly operational with a fully saturated
SNL, then the PSS level of HONO, created by a thermodynamic equilibrium, should in
principle be independent of NO2 , relative humidity, and S/V ratio, and could be easily predicted with knowledge of the temperature. The zero order dependence in NO2
during the PSS period makes previous literature difficult to interpret that have used
HONO/NO2 ratios at all times, implicitly implying HONO formation that is 1◦ order in
NO2 . The evaporation of a terrestrial aqueous system after sunrise could also release
significant amounts of nitrogen in many forms including HONO, NO, NO2 and HNO3 ,
as observed previously for HONO (Acker et al., 2004), that may be difficult to interpret.
Thus storage of nitrogen in the SNL of aqueous water could be considerable.
The aqueous system would only operate where a suitable SNL could be established,
requiring exposure of surface water to a certain amount of NO2 and/or HONO. This
threshold level is difficult to predict without knowing the nitrogen density that would exist in the SNL, and will likely be related to the S/V ratio of the environment. We have
25184
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the equilibrium established between HONO partitioning between the SNL and the gas
phase.
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made arguments that the amount of NO2 to saturate a geometrically flat aqueous layer
would have an upper limit of ∼3.4 ppb for a 100 m boundary layer when the surface
starts clean, as may happen after a precipitation event or rapid condensation on dry
surfaces. An additional amount of NO2 equivalent to the PSS level of HONO would be
also be required, typically 1 ppb. The data in central Birmingham (1–5 February 1993)
(Harrison et al., 1996) are very interesting in this regard as they appear to show evidence on a nightly basis of NO2 depletions of 10–25 ppb, as HONO climbs, generating
HONO PSS levels of 1–2 ppb. If an aqueous system were not operating, one would
expect NO2 depletions of only 2×[HONO]PSS , based on Reaction (R1) stoichiometry.
The NO2 depletions are much greater than 2×[HONO]PSS , and could be evidence of
the depletion of NO2 through establishment of an urban SNL where a high S/V ratio exists in the urban environment. Further analysis including transport, recent precipitation,
nocturnal boundary layer height analysis would be needed to verify this.
In the remote marine boundary layer, we expect it probable that there is an insufficient amounts of NO2 for the establishment of a saturated SNL. We base this on the
only other report of HONO measured in the MBL (Večeřa et al., 2008). In that report,
as the ship travelled the Agean Sea, it experienced a range of HONO from below 50 ppt
to 2.7 ppb as it encountering air masses with widely different NO2 levels. The HONO
◦
formation in a clean MBL could revert to a formation mechanism that is 2 order in
NO2 , as the binary reactions of NO2 precursors on the surface of the monolayer could
become the rate limiting step.
Another important implication of this work is the prediction that a SNL system could
be operational both day and night in areas with high NOx emissions in proximity to
oceans and freshwater lakes. As photolysis of HONO during the day would dominate,
the SNL system would eventually begin to form HONO under 1◦ kinetics, representing
a significant pump for the production of OH radicals, not just in the early morning, but as
long as the system continues to operate, likely limited by the rate of uptake of NO2 to the
surface The following reactions outline a simplified daytime mechanism to illustrate the
process, where the production mechanism in the SNL is again represented simply as
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(R12)

×2

2NO2 (SNL) + H2 O → HONO(SNL) + HNO3 (SNL)

(R13)

HNO3 (SNL) → HNO3 (SML)

(R14)

HONO(SNL) → HONO(g)

(R15)

HONO(g) + hν → NO(g) + OH(g)

(R17)

day time

NO(g) + O3 → NO2 (g) + O2 (g)

(R18)

day time

|

NO2 (g) → NO2 (SNL)

(R13)

|

The net reaction predicts loss of odd oxygen (O3 +NO2 ) in the boundary layer to generate HNO3 in the SML and a quantitative amount of OH. It should be possible to
detect this mechanism if it exists by measuring a negative flux of odd oxygen from the
surface (positive gradient, d [NO2 + O3 ]/d z>0) and a positive flux of OH from the surface (d [OH]/d z<0). This mechanism would break down if odd oxygen is significantly
depleted in the MBL.
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The net daytime reaction is obtained from addition of these reactions
(2(R12)+R13−R18), where a sufficient amount of O3 to titrate the NO is assumed:
NO2 (g) + O3 + H2 O + hν → HNO3 (SML) + OH(g) + O2 (g)

Discussion Paper

React. 1 (R13). The reversible return of HONO(g) to the SNL (R11) has been removed
presuming that photolysis of HONO(g) is faster than the deposition loss rate of HONO(g)
to the ocean surface during the day. In reality, there will a competition.
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4 Conclusions
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We report measurements of nocturnal HONO in a polluted marine boundary layer, the
first such measurements of their kind, and have performed a detailed analysis of this
dataset to gain a better understanding of the formation and destruction mechanism
of HONO in the atmosphere. The environment was unique because the surfaces are
predominantly aqueous. The temporal behaviour of HONO over aqueous systems is
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partitioning from pure water. The extra 14.8±5.5 kJ mole−1 could represent an extra
stabilization of HONO in the high nitrogen environment of the SNL matrix, or it could
indicate an additional enthalpy of a related process occurring in the saturated SNL
system.
There is evidence in our data that during the PSS state, the HONO formation mechanism may operate between 0◦ and 1◦ states, again indicative of a surface mechanism
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unique, with nightly formation of pseudo steady states of HONO shortly after sunset,
a balance between formation and deposition. While nocturnal PSSs of HONO have
been observed in terrestrial polluted areas later at night, they were thought to be a balance between a HONO formation process on surfaces that is 1◦ order in NO2 , and a 1◦
order deposition loss of HONO to the surface, possibly irreversible. We have found that
over the ocean, the levels of HONO during the PSS period are largely independent
◦
of NO2 , a clear signal of a 0 order process. This suggests that a reservoir of HONO
and/or nitrogen precursors must exist in the MBL and/or a reversible loss of HONO to
the surface exists. Our calculations support a conclusion that this reservoir is likely
on the surface of the ocean, close to saturation to support a HONO formation process
that is 0◦ order in NO2 . With minor modifications to the mechanisms of others, we
present a conceptual model for HONO formation in aqueous systems. The elements of
the model include a pool of N(IV) species concentrated on the surface of the ocean in
a few monolayers, n, that react to produce HNO3 (N(V)) and HONO (N(III)) in an acidic
environment. We call this layer the sea surface nanolayer (SNL, tSNL =n×0.4 nm), in
keeping with convention in chemical oceanography where research on the sea surface microlayer (SML) proceeds. The HNO3 is highly soluble and diffuses into the
SML representing a slow loss of nitrogen from the SNL and a source to the SML.
The HONO produced in the SNL escapes to the gas phase in a reversible process
balanced by its deposition to the SNL. This reversible process represents a dynamic
equilibrium dictated by Henrys Law. We observe a temperature dependence for this
process that is consistent with an enthalpy for release of HONO from the surface with
−1
−1
∆HSNL =55.5±5.4 kJ mole , slightly larger than ∆Hvap =40.7±1.2 kJ mole for HONO
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that could become saturated. The evidence for this comes from an increase in the
HONO/NO2 ratio from 0.13 to greater than 1, as the night proceeds and with a lower
limit seen at the start of the night of HONO/NO2 =0.03, similar to the maximum seen
in other studies in dry environments. These numbers also suggest similarities between the HONO formation mechanisms on dry, humid and aqueous surfaces, with the
maximum HONO/NO2 ratios on dry surfaces of ∼0.03, increasing, with RH on humid
surfaces to 0.10–0.13, and then increasing further in the case of aqueous surfaces
as the night proceeds. This suggests a common surface mechanism to all surfaces,
where the top monolayer of water may play an important support role for precursors,
and increasing water available to the surface plays a role either because it is a limiting reagent or perhaps due to a thermodynamic advantage of the product state where
HNO3 is dissolved.
Thus, the conceptual aqueous model we present should be representative of all
aqueous surfaces including polluted coastal regions, freshwater lakes, deliquesced
aerosol surfaces and other surfaces exposed to water. It is possible that the mechanism
for HONO production can continue on aqueous surfaces under 1◦ kinetics with respect
to NO2 during the day, generating high amounts of the hydroxyl radical through HONO
photolysis. We have demonstrated that the signal for such a mechanism operating
during the day should be the loss of odd oxygen (O3 +NO2 ) from the boundary layer,
close to the surface with an apparent positive flux of OH from the ocean which would
be 1/2 of the total negative flux of odd oxygen from the surface.
We further suggest, that the presence of a thin acid monolayer on top of the ocean
on marine aerosols in polluted MBLs could provide the acid necessary to link the mechanism for generation of Cl2 in coastal environments at night, combined with the observations of Roberts (2008) that ClNO2 is a precursor to formation of Cl2 , but only on
acidified sea salt surfaces with pH<2.0. The Cl2 could be formed on the surface of the
aerosols or on the ocean surface following deposition of ClNO2 to the surface.
In future, there could be immediate benefit from reanalysis of past HONO data sets
where temperature and other supporting meteorological data are available in urban ar-
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eas. Especially missing from the literature is the reporting of supporting temperature
and water vapor data. The verification of the existence of PSSs in urban areas would
be in order, with a view to understanding negative fluxes of NO2 necessary to create
the SNL, in terms of surface to volume ratios, the temporal extent of HONO production
into daylight hours, and the consequences of an evaporation of the SNL at sunrise
every day with release of stored nitrogen precursors. The temperature dependence of
the HONO PSS should be verified in freshwater systems. On a molecular scale, more
research is needed to determine the molecular density and the chemical nature of the
SNL formed on aqueous systems. A better understanding of the aqueous mechanism
would be obtained in future field studies if gradients and fluxes of HONO, NO2 and
O3 and other relevant species were measured both day and night in aqueous environments. The implications of the heterogeneous mechanism operating in polluted coastal
and lakeside cities should be determined, with the help of modelers who would need
to develop new algorithms to represent the aqueous mechanism in air quality models.
As a final note, we have not yet explored the implications of the acidic SNL on uptake
of other gases on the ocean surface. It is likely that the deposition of anthropogenic
NO2 and HNO3 contributes to ocean acidification on a local scale, but at the same
time, it could have a negative feedback by slowing the uptake of other acidic gases,
such as CO2 , to the bulk water below. This could be the case if the pH at the surface
of the ocean deviates significantly from normal alkaline conditions, where the ocean
is normally a net sink for atmospheric CO2 . The relationship between these opposing
factors should be investigated, especially in light of the recently observed upwelling of
acidified ocean currents along the continental shelf of Pacific North America, not far
from where our study was conducted (Freely et al., 2008).
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Fig. 5. Relationship between HONO and NO2 using (a) all data. The lower limit line indicates
HONO/NO2 =0.0084, fuel combustion sources (b) only data during the PSS period (10:00 p.m.–
05:00 a.m.): the lower limit line indicates HONO/NO2 =0.033. See text for details.
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Fig. 7. Relative humidity dependence of HONO measured at Saturna Island during the
PSS time period: 22:00–05:00. Black line – linear fit using all data (CHONO =2.47(±0.35) ppb
−0.0182(±0.0049)*RH%; R 2 =0.17). Blue and red lines show linear fit for RH<75% and
RH≥75%, respectively. All negative dependencies are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Fig. 8.
Temperature dependence of HONO measured at Saturna Island during the PSS time period:
22:00–05:00.
The equation of the linear line is
CHONO =0.082(±0.007)×T −22.8(±2.1) ppb; R 2 =0.25.
The positive temperature dependence is statistically significant (95% confidence level).
The corresponding temperature coefficient of the dependence in the middle of the temperature range (292 K) is
−1
(1/CHONO )d CHONO /d T =+7.2%(±0.6%) K .
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Fig. 9. Conceptual model of HONO formation mechanism on aqueous surfaces. The sea
surface nanolayer (SNL) or surface film is from 1 to n monolayers thick, and is highly acidic.
45
Underlying layers include the sea surface microlayer
(SML) in the case of the ocean or underlying water (dew, surface water, etc.) in the case of terrestrial surfaces, which would allow
a medium for acid transport away from the SNL. (a) The formation of HONO is 1◦ order in NO2 ,
when irreversible loss of HONO (i.e. photolysis) from the SNL is faster than deposition of NO2
to the surface. (b) The formation of HONO is 0◦ order in NO2 , (i.e. a static system), when the
SNL is saturated in NO2 precursors and irreversible losses of HONO from the SNL are negligible. HONO(g) is dependent on the equilibrium dictated by Henry’s Law for distribution of HONO
between the SNL and gas phase.
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